
Assembly Instructions
AP Series Workbenches
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Workstation frame assembly (AP)
1. Attach AP aprons to legs using i-20 x a" nuts and bolts.

Single flange portion of apron Is to be placed at top.
2. lighten nuts and bolts by hand. Do not tighten with wrench

until assembly is complete.
3. Place bench top upside-down on saw horses.

Center inverted frame on bench top and attach using
six (6) lag bolts.
Attach sbinger to back of legs using i\ -18x J " nuts and bolts.
Attach bench drawer if needed. (See Drawer Installation below)

4. Square all components. Tighten all hardware.
5. With units tumed right side up, place lower shelf on lower

cross piece of leg and secure with ;\ - 18x t "nuts and bolts.

•• Please note: If bench has aCTS, LF or CTS-LF, disregard
step #3 and mount top flush to rear of legs. There will be about
1-i" of overhang in front.

Drawer Installation
(1420 or #822BF)
1. Remove drawer from housing by using black. tabs on drawer slides.
2. Attach "Z" brackets to top of drawer housing using hardware
provided. When mounting brackets, have upper flanges facing out.
3. With bench inverted on saw horses, attached drawer brackets to
bottom of top using the lag bolts provided.
4. Tum bench right side up and slide drawer into housing.
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Accessory and Upright Installation
(CTS, LF. CTS·LF and Backboard)
1. With the bench in an upright position, attach the two uprights
to the back of the legs. Bolt through the pre-drilled holes
using i -20 x 1i • nuts and bolts.
2. If a light fixture is to be used, attach angle across the top of
the uprights with the flange pointing to the Atar using self tapping lags.

Attach the light fixture to the angle by removing the lens and bolting
through the housing into the angle.
3. Install backboard by lagging through the pre-drilled holes,
into the back. edge of the top.
4. All other accessories are clipped into the uprights of the CTS units.
5. Attach outlet strip to backboard or aprons.


